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Vertical Strike is a full-length
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presented at Le Générateur
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The performance explores
the contemporary feminist
landscape, in reference to
its past, looking to its
future. Vertical Strike uses
historical feminist mantras
as motifs, as they are
embodied and performed
in the 20th century.

VERTICAL STRIKE

scénographie // set design // SARAH TROUCHE
chorégraphie // choreography // WYNN HOLMES
costumes // RAD HOURANI
lumière // lighting // LIGHT IS MORE
musique // original music // GOLDILOX
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Its title is given in reference
to the inheritance of
feminist thought, the
hierarchies that render
intersectionality necessary,
the work, rest and demands
that precede any
stride forwards, and
the motif of the pole
dance. The word strike,
incidentally, refers dually
to labour strikes and to
violence or gesture.
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In 1913, VALENTINE presented at the Théâtre Léon-Poirier the
“Métachorie”, a “fusion of all the arts”. I write my dance graphically as
an orchestral score.
In the same year, IMOGEN published a feminist photography manifesto.
In 1914, Blaise wrote a poem in homage to the painter SONIA. On her dress
she has a body.
In 1915, SOPHIE met Jean and participated in the Dada movement.
In 1916, JEANNE painted her self-portrait, eyes blue, a gigantic bun
overhanging her head. She was called “coconut” because of her complexion.
In 1917 CHANA illustrated her poet’s book with her sculptures.
In 1918, MARIE learned that Guillaume died under the painting she had
done of him and his friends in 1911 and that they had hung over his
hospital bed.
In 1919, MARTHA appears in profile on a black and white photograph fixed in
a choreographic pose of Aztec inspiration, on tiptoe. A belt encloses it
with metal bells.
In 1920 CLAUDE is photographed in a man’s costume, with shaved hair, one
hand on her hip, another clenched fist, facing the camera.
In 1921, SUZANNE painted the portrait of Maurice.
In 1922, HANNAH draws a sketch for a monument of an important lace shirt.
Between 1922 and 1923, ISADORA waves a red scarf that she carries on her
chest, on the occasion of her last tour in the United States, shouting:
This is red! So Am I! She died a few years later, strangled by a white
scarf stuck between the wheels of her car.
In 1924, BERENICE realized the photograph of KIKI’s denuded back, in
reference to a famous work of classical painting, two violin black
stencil jars were then added to the picture.
In 1925, TAMARA painted her self-portrait of the green car. It is a
Bugatti.
In 1926, JOSEPHINE made a scandal, dancing topless and dressed in a skirt
made of bananas.
In 1927, GERMAINE published a book consisting of photographs of metal
structures and factory machinery.
In the same year, LOTTE was the first woman to complete her studies at the
Berlin Academy, and was predicted of a fine career as an artist.
In 1928, MARCELLE made a brief visit to the Ranson Academy.
In 1929, EMILY painted a white Amerindian church on a background of
tropical vegetation. Do not try to do extraordinary things but ordinary
things with intensity.
In 1930, FLORENCE photographed a woman with a pockmarked face.
In 1931, MARIA ELENA realizes her ink wash on paper self-portrait. A
frail figure with a dreamy air.
In 1932, LOUISE painted the portrait of Diego. She was also a friend of
FRIDA.
In 1933, BARBARA realized a sculpture in marble made of two organic forms
imbricated one in the other.
In 1934, ROGI realized a series of photographs in a aquarium of the naked
body of JACQUELINE, dancer in a water ballet.
In the same year, CHARLEY realized her self-portrait on the bottom of a
painter’s palette, floating behind her head like a halo.
In 1935, DOROTHEA was in charge of taking notes, discussing with migrants
and taking photographs in California. She is one of the 999 women
mentioned on the base of JUDY’s work.
In 1936, MERET created a fur breakfast set.
The same year, DORA painted the portrait of Pablo.
Between 1937 and 1938, LEONORA painted a self-portrait depicting her in
white trousers, disheveled hair, a rocking horse floating above her.
In 1939, LEONOR realized a corset chair.
In 1940, LEE photographed a chapel that she described as nonconformist.
Its entrance is clogged with debris caused by a bomb.
In the same year, LISETTE photographed an obese and joyful woman in a
dark one-piece swimsuit in Coney Island.
In 1941, FRIDA poses on a photograph with the communist sickle and hammer
painted on her plastered chest.
In the same year, CORINNE MICHELLE is called Michael in work and in life
in order to gain access to more opportunities.
In 1942, DOROTHEA pictured herself on a canvas, naked breasts, dressed in
vegetal rags, a chimera at her feet in a bourgeois apartment decor.
In 1943, MAYA made an experimental symbolic film, featuring a large mirror
faced reaper.
In 1944 LOIS MAILOU painted a portrait of a famous Cuban actress.
In 1945, DIANE photographed herself naked and pregnant in front of the
mirror.
In 1946, COLETTE, painter and illustrator, opened an eponymous gallery 67
rue de l’Assomption in Paris in the 16th arrondissement.
In 1947, JACQUELINE participated in a large surreal exhibition created by
André at the Maeght gallery.
In 1948, REMEDIOS painted a surrealist painting depicting a young woman
in her back, her head resting against a column, her hands cuffed, a knife
planted in her back. Its title is rheumatic pain.
In 1949, WILHELMINA initiated a series of paintings of glaciers.
In 1950, AURELIE, painter, published a book of poems, shot with
500 numbered copies, with two original wood pieces of which one in
frontispiece. I would like art to change the inner life, to speak of
strength, justice, energy, silence, love.
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In 1951, MARIE participated under the guidance of DENISE in an itinerant
exhibition which presents 20 artists from L’École de Paris in Copenhagen,
Helsinki, Stockholm, Oslo, Liège ...
In 1952, HELEN exhibited an abstract painting that would make her famous,
representing the mountains and the sea.
In 1953, GRACE ceased to sign his paintings George to be taken seriously.
In 1954, UNICA publishes a witch book at the Springer Gallery in Berlin,
with 10 drawings and 10 anagrams. Ich streue das weisse Nichts; ach,
Weiss ist nichts.
In 1955, JOAN realizes an abstract expressionist canvas that she
describes as an urban landscape. To convey the feeling of the dying
sunflower.
In 1956, ATSUKO constructed a Japanese marriage ceremony garment
depicting vascular and nervous systems in neon-colored primary colors and
wears it during a performance in Osaka.
In 1957, BIRGIT, aged 8, signed her drawings “BICASSO Jürgenssen”.
In 1958, GEORGIA painted a suggestive close-up of a jack-in-the-pulpit
but refuses any Freudian interpretation of his work. If you take a flower
in your hand and really look at it, it’s your world for a moment.
In 1959, ANNA makes SIMONE dance in a choreographic piece played at the
San Francisco Playhouse. A “dance of the trunk”, establishing a link
between tree and human body.
In 1960, YAYOI poses outdoors with a bay horse, she wears a white suit
covered with black polka dots and the horse is covered with white polka
dots.
In 1961, NIKI realized performative paintings with a rifle. I shot because
it was fun and made me feel great.
In 1962, MARTHA became involved in the feminist and anti-war movements.
In 1963 PAULINE realized the first part of a diptych that denounces the
writing of history from a purely masculine point of view, consisting of
portraits ranging from Lenin to Elvis as well as artifice and masculine
attributes. The only female presence is Jackie Kennedy.
The same year, EMMA is the only woman in the group Spiral made of
African-American artists that has just formed in support of the civil
rights movement.
In 1964, YOKO sits alone on the stage, motionless, in her best attire. A
pair of scissors is placed in front of her. The public is invited to cut
out a small piece of her clothes, shirt, skirt, bra, and to keep it. Baba-ba-ba, cut! Ba-ba-ba-ba, cut! Beautiful poetry, actually.
In 1965, SHIGETO, crouching, realizes red paintings with the aid of a
brush maintained by her panties.
In 1966, YVONNE created a choreographic piece in which dancers performing
complex movements never look at the audience.
In 1967, LYGIA realized two blue plastic suits connected and designed to
be worn by a man and a woman. Each filled with various materials offers the
other to experience sexual difference.
In 1968, VALIE walks in the streets of Vienna, a box is installed at the
level of her chest as a tactile cinematographic device. Passers-by are
invited to come touch her. This box is the movie theater, my body is the
screen.
The same year, ELIZABETH realizes the sculpture of a tight fist in cedar
wood.
In 1969, BARBARA organized a six-hour dinner. All participants are
dressed in surgical uniforms and feed with surgical tools. The decoration
includes projections of surgical operations.
In the same year, DOROTHY wrote a book of recipes with strong erotic and
introspective loads.
In the same year, JAE created a urban garment with a colorful brick
design that will be presented at the first AfriCOBRA exhibition the
following year. Clothes are like a flag. You should wear your revolution.
In 1970, JOAN stands naked standing in the space of a gallery and by
means of a circular pocket mirror, invites the gaze to focus on certain
parts of her body.
In the same year JUDITH changed her last name to get rid of that of her
former husband and took the name of a large American city. She poses with
a sweat bearing her new name in the training ring of Mohammed Ali.
In the same year, ALICE painted a portrait from KATE’s photograph that
refused to pose for her, painting made the headlines of Time Magazine.
In 1971, LEE decided to boycott the women for a year. Communication will
be better than ever.
In the same year, BONNIE takes her breakfast prepared by a famous chef of
San Francisco in the cage of the beasts in the city zoo.
The same year, NANCY writes to LUCY The Enemies of Women’s Liberation in
the Arts will be crushed. Love.
In 1972, ANA gradually transfers a student’s beard onto her own face.
In the same year, REBECCA manufactures a black SM mask with pencils with
which she draws on the wall by moving her face.
In the same year, ANNETTE photographed men’s fly in the street.
The same year, BETYE painted an acrylic rainbow on leather. Her work is
considered as the catalyst of the Black Power movement by ANGELA.
In 1973, ELEANOR photographed herself nude, standing front view, and side
view, right and left, every day, from July 15 to August 21, documenting
the project of sculpting her body associated with the pursuit of a diet.
In 1974, MARINA remained quiet for 6 hours before an audience with a
parapet of 72 objects placed on a table that could be used on her in

all possible ways. A rose, a feather, honey, a loaded revolver with one
bullet, a razor blade, wine ... I am the object. During this period I
take full responsibility.
The same year LYNDA poses naked, oiled, in sunglasses, with a male
prosthetic penis in Artforum, as an invitation to her exhibition. It was
mocking sexuality, masochism and feminism.
In 1975, CAROLEE, naked on a table, read a text inscribed on a roll of
paper that she extracted from her vagina.
In the same year, ADRIAN grime as a young man of indistinct race, black
t-shirt, Afro wig, sunglasses, Zappa mustache, and paces the streets. I
embody everything you most hate and fear.
In the same year, ULRIKE shoots 15 arrows at a target bearing the black
and white reproduction of the painting The Madonna in the Rosebush by
Stephan Lochner. A camera placed behind the perforated target documents
the scene. Her face is superimposed on that of the Madonna.
In 1976, HANNAH performs a striptease behind the sculpture of Marcel
Duchamp, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even. She wears a
white satin YSL like suit and a panama.
In 1977, SUZANNE and LESLIE react to the media treatment of the Hillside
Strangler by bringing together 60 women dressed in black and red in front
of Los Angeles City Hall yelling In memory of our sisters, we fight back!
In 1978, LOUISE wears a latex costume consisting of a multitude of forms
resembling breasts as well as testicles in order to perform a piece
called “banquet”.
In 1979, SANJA reads a book on her balcony drinking whiskey and
simulating a masturbation during the passage of the procession of
President Josip Broz Tito. My assumption is that this person has
binoculars and a walkie-talkie.
Between 1979 and 1980, MIERLE quadrilles the fifty-five health districts
of New York where she shakes the hand of more than 8,300 workers while
thanking them for maintaining hygiene and the survival of the city.
In 1980, DIAMELA inflicts herself cuts and burns in front of a brothel
before going there to read excerpts of a novel that she is writing.
These signs, by way of contrast, do not resolve but only make manifest
the dichotomy that [...] exists between the maltreated body and its
submission to the model of appearances.
In 1981, SOPHIE asked his mother to hire a private detective to tail her.
In 1982, BARBARA realizes a work on which is inscribed You are seduced
by the sex appeal of the inorganic. The black and white image depicts two
empty gloves shaking hands, one of a man and another of a woman.
Between 1983 and 1984 LINDA was connected to a man by a rope of 8 meters
without ever touching him.
In 1984, CINDY appears in a photograph on which she curls in the frame, a
red and yellow striped dress, a can and a cigarette in her hand, a tight
smile and a waxy face, wrinkled as if slightly burnt, a twisted smile.
I’m trying to make other people recognize something of themselves rather
than me.
In the same year, NAN realized a self-portrait entitled “One month after
being beaten”. Red lipstick, black butter eyes. I did not care about
“good” photography, I cared about complete honesty.
In 1985, BARBARA interpreted Nancy Reagan, first lady of the 40th
president of the United States in a politico-drag video performance.
In 1986, PIPILOTTI reappropriates the music pop clips and dances in
front of the camera in a dress widely open on her breasts. The bad and
scrambled image works in fast-forward. The loop lasts 5 minutes and 2
seconds.
In 1987, JANA realizes a robe of dried and salted meat that she wears for
a photography and then exposes it.
In 1988, HELEN realized large paintings representing the infected cells
of her own body. At its most intimate, the abolition of boundaries
renders my body up as cells and tissues.
In 1989, ANNIE invited the public to observe her cervix by means of a
speculum inserted into her vagina.
In 1990, JEANNE realizes the photo of a young woman with her mouth barred
by a red disproportionate tongue.
In 1991, LAURA photographed her obese lesbian and latino body in
documentary mode sitting naked in an armchair facing a fan. I’m a big
woman, I’m not supposed to be comfortable with myself.
In 1992, RACHEL covered the muscles of male bodies with red lipstick and
pressed them down on paper in order to place their imprint on them.
In the same year, ZOE wrote I want a Dyke for President. I want a person
with AIDS for president.
In 1993, JANINE climbs into a bath filled with lard and deposits her body
imprint. She then mixes the surplus of lard moved by its intrusion with
soda to make a soap with which she washed herself.
In 1994, MONA realized a video installation made of colonoscopies of her
own body.
In 1995, SARAH puts a white t-shirt on a table, made it wear melons as a
chest and hung a vacuum-smoked fish at the other end.
In 1996, TRACEY locks herself up in a gallery in Stockholm for two weeks
with the intention of putting an end to her painting blockage. The public
can observe her with a fisheye lens.
The same year, ELKE takes a bath at the Kunsthalle in Vienna and then
masturbates on a mattress using a vibrator.
In the same year EGLE swims in fetal position in honey, breathing in the
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idea of 
an umbilical tube.
In 1997, COCO transformed a gallery into a funeral home in memory
of Latin figures celebrated only after their death and of which she
personified the remains. I sought to perform this ultimate expression of
female will by feigning death.
The same year, MOYRA takes the picture of her chest engorged with milk
which is then published in a feminist-queer magazine.
In 1998, KIKI realized a bronze sculpture with pussy head and octopus
tail. Octapussy. I first had no interest in figuration whatsoever.
In 1999, RACHEL reproduced library shelves in white dental plaster.
In 2000, ROSEMARIE realized a sculpture, gigantic pompon in red and white
wool of two meters in diameter.
In 2001, VAGINAL met HANNAH at the Rich and Famous Festival while
performing her play “Sucking Her Un-born Cock”.
In the same year, TRISHA rides a horse in a gallery in New York,
announcing that Napoleon surrenders.
In 2002, RINEKE takes a portrait of a young brunette teenager who is a
member of the Israeli air force, left shoulder pad torn.
In 2003, DORA wrote in gold letters Reality Is a Very Persistent
Illusion, Einstein’s sentence out of context.
In 2004, K8 dressed in white performs gymnastic contortions shouting I am
happy; I am here; I am hurt. I’m ready! on the background of a projection
of the funeral of the Baader-Meinhof.
In 2005, VANESSA has organized on shelves the body of young naked women
as so many handbags in the Louis Vuitton shop of the Champs Elysees.
In 2006, CHANTAL made a documentary film about Israel, reports of her days
recluse in an apartment in Tel Aviv.
In 2007, DOMINIQUE presented her work at the Museum of Modern Art of
Paris. It is not an exhibition but a device.
In 2008, EIJA-LIISA realized a multi-screen installation entitled “Where
is Where? “Starting with an event of the Algerian War. 40 Algerians
having been taken from their beds and executed by the French soldiers and
a French playmate having been killed in retaliation.
In 2009, MONA realized an impenetrable installation consisting of a
hundred barbed wire suspended from fishing lines.
In 2010, LILI portrays her mother in an afro-futuristic play inspired by
the experience of her parents during the performance of Sun Ra and his
Archestra at the Maeght Foundation in Saint-Paul-de-Vence in 1970. Ma
mère est un perroquet, ce qui ne fait pas de moi un oiseau.
In 2011, TACITA realized a 35 mm film entitled FILM, in tribute to the
death of the medium.
In 2012, JENNY began working on a canvas that refers to a famous manmade art history painting and proposes a version depicting two bodies of
nude, elongated women, one against the other. One with white skin, the
other with black skin. I want to be a painter of modern life, and modern
bodies.
In 2013, REENA realizes a series of portraits in oil of professionals of
the art titled the new dealers. Printed in postcard format and arranged
on postcards, they are distributed to the public.
In 2014, LORNA realized a collage enhanced with ink. The woman’s head was
cut into an advertisement of the African American magazine EBONY dating
from the 60’s ‘70’.
In 2015, EMILY performs an excerpt of her Uncounted text that has been
the subject of a series of performances since 2014 until today. If only a
wave never counted. Measured if a threat.
In 2016, CANDICE starred Julianne Moore and Alec Baldwin, who each replay
three testimonies from interviews with refugees, queer activists, child
soldiers and political dissidents against a backdrop of green video
inlay.
In 2017, ROSALIND realizes a film about a mother and her daughter, both
artists, ELISABETH and VIVIAN who live in the jungle.

Original text
by Emilie Noteris.
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This project follows in the lineage
of feminist performance art and
dance, involves its history using
the voices and words of preceding
feminist scholars/activist/artists,
and examines and performs the
often-embodied intersections of
sex, gender, race, class, ability,
citizenship, and language.
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VERTICAL
STRIKE

scénographie // set design // SARAH TROUCHE
chorégraphie // choreography // WYNN HOLMES
costumes // RAD HOURANI
auteure // original text // EMILIE NOTERIS
lumière // lighting // LIGHT IS MORE
musique // music // GOLDILOX
Plus d’information // more information:
www.lofidancetheory.com

